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SANTA BABY by Beth Carter
Unlucky-in-love Brooke Woods finds
herself with a Christmas delivery and it isnt
from Santa. When her boyfriend leaves her
for their neighbor, she heads to the nearest
bar, meeting hunky, nice guy Anderson
Bradley. The two only exchange first
names, and their hot fling leaves them both
wanting more but their anonymity makes
that impossible. Brooke never thought
shed end up in a hospital pregnant at
Christmastime. Will a Santa Baby bring the
new mother and father together or tear
them apart?
SECOND CHANCES: A
CHRISTMAS STORY by Amy Deason
When Grace Sellers needs to start over, she
moves back to her old hometown with her
two young children in tow. But the last
person she expects to see is her high school
crush, Michael Dennison.
Is this
unexpected encounter a mere coincidence
or a second chance at true love? TWAS
THE
CRAZY
NIGHT
BEFORE
CHRISTMAS by Crystal Firsdon Twas
the night before Christmas, when plans led
to danger For Clara and Drew, who until
now were strangers. As they run for safety,
desire comes fast ... Will they have each
other, or is this night their last? KISSING
SANTA by C.D. Hersh Making love with
Santa is Number Nine on Anna Noels
holiday bucket list. Professional Santa,
Sam S. Klaus, is willing to fulfill her wish.
Is kissing the Santa of her dreams worth
the risk of ending up on the naughty list?
THE SNOW BIRD by Kim Hotzon
Lauren, a young single mother, is
struggling to keep her children fed and a
roof over their heads as the holidays
approach. Christmas is looking bleak until
a sexy and wealthy property developer
unexpectedly shows up in town, offering to
repair her roof ... and a whole lot more.
TAMED BY CHRISTMAS by Ryan Ann
Summers
Years ago Paige and Shane
experienced a tragic event in their romance.
Unable to move past it, they broke up. Yet
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the passion remains, and she returns at
Christmas time in an attempt to rekindle
the love she and Shane once shared. Its a
rocky road, and it seems they might not
succeed until a freak accident shows them
what they really have to lose. Can Shane
tame Paiges heart by Christmas? Or should
they just let those still burning flames
slowly die?
OPERATION SANTA by
Tina Susedik When Marci Hofer becomes
fed up with the lack of attention from her
husband, David, she decides to leave him.
Devastated, he begins a campaign to bring
her home. Calling it Operation Santa, he
learns what he thought would be as simple
as sending her gifts can backfire in the
most embarrassing ways. Will he survive
the battle to get her back? CHRISTMAS
EVE SURPRISE by Cheryl Yeko Steve
knows he screwed up, but hes determined
to reclaim the woman he loves and the
babies she carries. But when he sweeps
back into her life on Christmas Eve, Amys
not sure shes ready to forgive him for
abandoning her six months earlier.
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